
 

Sonic Generations Configuration Does Not Match [UPD]

i noticed i'm able to switch between classic and sonic generations on a single xbox one. for me it's
located under the settings > system > audio & video menu. i can toggle between classic and sonic
with a single press of the button. i'm not sure how the different profiles of the two games share the

screen though. maybe if you press the down arrow you can change the resolution or switch the
sources? if your fan is on in sonic games, then turn it off for sonic classic games. the game uses

sound effects to know if the fan is on or off and the fans make some sounds when the game is on
(with the fan on). only needed to do this on 4 and 5 iirc. sonic classic doesn't use those sounds so no

idea why that is. back in 1997, sonic the hedgehog wasn’t supposed to be a platformer. sega had
sonic 2 in development, and it was meant to be a racing game. but after releasing two official sonic

racing games (sonic & knuckles and sonic drift) on the sega dreamcast, the development team
began to think of a different direction, and decided to follow up sonic 2 with a platforming game,

which eventually became sonic the hedgehog 2. org.springframework.boot spring-boot-starter-data-
jpa org.boot spring-boot-starter-data-rest org.boot spring-boot-starter-security bootrepackage {

extendfrom parent apply plugin: 'eclipse' apply plugin: 'idea' apply plugin:'spring-boot' } repositories
{ mavencentral() maven { url 'https://repo.spring.io/snapshot' } maven { url

'https://repo.io/milestone' } } dependencies: spring boot: required for the datarest and jpa starter
datarest: needs jdbc jpa: needs a hibernate implementation. security: datarest: none jpa: required

for @jsonignore spring boot: required for @jsonignore the second option is to use the cli with a
project template. this can be created either manually or using the spring initializr (https://start.io/):
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the generator configuration is based on the class to which is applied the code generation. if the
generator is applied to a method to which the class does not apply, e.g. an extension of it, or if it is
applied to a class, the tool generates a base class that implements the method. if this base class

does not exist, the tool invokes the default behavior which is to generate a new class that
implements the interface. this can result in a class that does not implement any interface but it does
extend a class that implements an interface, which makes sense. additionally, to apply the generator

to the method, the tool requires that there is an @repository annotation on the method. the
accumulator behavior is applied to the entire entity and all its members, in the case that it

determines that there is a configuration to do so. if the accumulator is used for a specific member,
this behavior can be enabled either through annotation configuration or by using the @accumulate

annotation. if you disable the accumulator through configuration, the member which is aggregated is
the default member. if you do not want to use the default member for aggregating, you have to

explicitely ask the generator to return the member that should be aggregated by passing a custom
property definition as the second argument to the generator. additionally, the generator can be

configured to return the member for which the aggregator is enabled, as explained in the @property
annotation. the accumulator can also be disabled by configuring the generator to return an empty

set of entities. 5ec8ef588b
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